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Towards Ecological Visual and Auditory Cues to Support Spatial Orientation

By: Stephanie Kane & Ryan M. Kilgore
Charles River Analytics

Spatial perception in the cockpit remains paramount for safe and effective flight. Unfortunately, during visually intensive activities such as aerial refueling, maintaining accurate spatial perception is challenging. In these situations, the pilot is intensely focused outside of the cockpit and cannot move focus to reorient themselves on traditional heads-down, foveal displays within the cockpit. When pilots are able to access cockpit displays, these displays typically present critical state information digitally over foveal vision displays. However, this format, frequently presented as text or display bugs on scales, is insufficiently compelling to compete with other “strong-but-wrong” pre-attentive sensory cues as it must be visually extracted, translated, and interpreted, which is a cognitive, but not perceptual task. Given the challenges of extracting useful motion cues from traditional presentation methods, the perceptual system falls back to other compelling cues that easily out-compete available foveal stimuli but are subject to significant “strong-but-wrong” errors, such as spatial disorientation phenomena like “the leans.” Such decision aids insufficiently reduce pilot workload or improve safety during complex operations, as pilots may attend to more natural and compelling channels for orientation and motion information as opposed to visual cockpit displays, such as the attitude indicator.

Under a Navy Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) effort, we are addressing these challenges by designing and demonstrating a set of multimodal ecological displays to enable efficient perception of spatial orientation through natural visual and auditory cues. As part of this approach, we are researching information display methods across multiple perceptual modalities, specifically visual and auditory channels, that place a minimal physical and cognitive burden on the already tasked pilot. These methods will remain robust to successful information transmission in challenging and dynamic operational conditions and the relatively noisy (sound, vibration, and illumination) cockpit environment. Designing interfaces to meet these requirements demands careful attention to specific cockpit interface modalities and the physical hardware configuration required to implement them. Cross-modal information displays can present information to the pilot along multiple sensory channels (e.g., vision, audition, touch; Övitt, 2002). A key advantage of multimodal information display methods is their ability to improve the amount of information that can be conveyed to the pilot and the likelihood it will be perceived and responded to. Under this effort, we purposefully leverage channels and rendering methods that will be perceptually compelling and successful in cross-checking sensory illusions in specific task circumstances. For example, during highly visual tasks that demand the pilot maintain focused visual attention on their surrounding environment (such as aerial refueling or landing), status information may be presented through a non-competing perceptual channel (e.g., audio), rather than traditional heads-down display methods that demand focused visual attention (such as the frequently overlooked attitude indicator), thereby increasing the pilot’s information bandwidth. When designed effectively, these displays will go beyond overcoming selective attention and provide compelling cues for changes in physical orientation and rates of rotational motion. A key part of our approach is that these methods will be judiciously applied in the perceptual context and consider the noisy cockpit environment. One important aspect of multimodal information design is the consideration of priority of perceptual channels, as some channels are harder to ignore information, especially conflicting information, more than others, thereby increasing the likelihood that the cue is received. In the example of a spatially disoriented pilot responding to compelling (but misleading) vestibular cues, contradicting audio cues may be more difficult to selectively ignore than data presented through foveal displays, making them more useful in combating misperceptions of orientation and motion.

We have applied mature ecological interface design (EID) techniques (Burns and Hadjukwicz, 2004) to develop auditory and visual displays. EID is an approach to perceptually grounded interface design that was developed specifically to address the challenges of cognitive work within highly constrained physical systems, such as pilot control of aircraft in flight. These displays aim to enable robust, direct perception and disambiguation of orientation and motion cues critical to maintaining awareness of the aircraft, in particular bank angle and pitch attitude. These ecological multimodal displays include a broad set of: (1) audio displays that utilized a non-competing perceptual channel to increase information bandwidth and overcome selective attention (e.g., such as pilots ignoring foveal displays for more compelling cues); (2) peripheral displays to overcome strong-but-wrong vestibular sensations; and (3) extended cockpit displays that translate typical on-axis representations, HUD or VHUD representations (e.g., pitch ladders) to off-axis contexts, removing the need to look back down on-axis for orientation during maneuvers such as refueling.
To respect the visually intensive environment of the cockpit in refueling operations, we designed a range of auditory cues to leverage non-competing perceptual channels to increase information bandwidth and overcome selective attention (e.g., ignore foilove displays). A key part of our approach was exploring both spatial and non-spatial audio cueing methods to encode critical spatial information. As part of our approach, we leveraged orthogonal information display methods to show different information on different axes and redundant information displays to amplify transmission and improve likelihood of success. For example, one auditory cue employed a single looping tone where we redundantly encoded pitch and spatial location to map to the location of the horizon line. In this example, as the aircraft rolls to the left, the pilot hears the tone representation drop on the right side both in location and in pitch. The tone is presented on the right side of the pilot to implicitly indicate the corrective roll maneuver to return the aircraft to a level position. In addition to the horizon line, we explored cues to represent the ownership of the cockpit to manage refueling activity. We also investigated combinations of audio tones to represent additional contextual information, such as historical roll or projected future roll, to implicitly cue the pilot to rate of change. Furthermore, we investigated the incorporation of reference information for relating roll information to reference points, such as providing an audio cue for level flight or the horizon line for quick comparison with the auditory cue representing current roll position. Across all of these display concepts, we employed a variety of tonal properties (tone, duration, pitch, volume) to create subsets of the information elements and aimed to cue the pilot to clear salient information displays.

With respect to peripheral displays, we designed methods that leverage peripheral cues to overcome strong but wrong vestibular sensations. Specifically, we explored methods to show key information through simple graphical shapes and emergent cues that grow with larger deviations, such as increasing bank angles resulting in the aircraft deviating from a assigned heading. A key part of this approach is leveraging strengths of peripheral view in detecting motion and employing animations, such as pulsing shapes or shapes growing in size, to highlight spatial orientation information and to remind pilots of their bank angle in prolonged turning maneuvers such as during aerial refueling. Some display concepts combined multiple methods. For example, one display concept provided digital horizon lines in the peripheral view of each eye that would increase in salience through size and opacity as the roll increases.

As part of our work domain analysis, we identified opportunities to build upon and expand heads-up-display (HUD) and virtual HUD (VHUD) interfaces to extend information within helmet-mounted displays (HMDs) and show additional information across the VHUD. Early design explorations included extending the regime of the VHUD so that all or parts of the VHUD (e.g., pitch ladder) are available within a HMD when the pilot is looking up and out of the cockpit. While this information would still exist in a foilove display, it would be provided in a more relevant context that considers the physical viewable space during refueling, thereby removing the pilot’s need to look down (and away from the refueling focus location) to orient themselves. As part of our approach, we explored a range of potential design solutions to extend traditional pitch ladder displays into the off-axis context and develop new display forms that convey critical information specifically tailored for the off-axis context.

As these designs evolved, we transitioned promising display approaches to prototypes of increasing fidelity and detail, both to support our own inter- nal iterative review and incremental design process, as well as to support critical evaluations with our team of pilots. We explored a range of prototyping options, such as commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) see-through augmented reality helmets, which can support both head-tracking displays and spatial auditory capabilities. Head-tracking is useful to sense the transition between on-axis and off-axis displays, such as when the pilot is looking up outside of the cockpit to manage refueling activity. For our preliminary proof-of-concept prototype we leveraged the Microsoft Hololens augmented reality device as a primary hardware prototyping platform due to its rich, out-of-the-box support for head-tracking, 3D spatial audio capabilities, and rapid integration with our in-house flight simulation environment. However, one key limitation of the Hololens is the limited field of view. Because of this constraint, we utilized low-tech solutions for prototyping peripheral displays. Under our preliminary Phase I SBIR effort, we performed initial cognitive walkthroughs and informal evaluations of our display methods and preliminary prototypes with a team of pilots. Looking forward, we are currently designing formal evaluations under follow-on SBIR efforts to evaluate the usability, utility, and usefulness of these displays and overall approach.

Editor’s Note: This SBIR project is currently in Phase 2 executing human experimentation with the various display combinations highlighted in this article.
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Arguably the most pressing issue in aviation safety is the role of human factors. Since the advent of the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) when root cause analysis could be consistently determined, roughly 75% of mishaps have involved human factors. Furthermore, over that same period, the mishap rate has remained relatively steady, with the Class A mishap rate generally 1-2 events per 100,000 flight hours at a loss of ~20 lives and $500M each year for Naval aviation. It is clear that the mishap rate has remained steady over the past 3 decades as has the role of human factors in mishaps. Digging deeper into the human factors errors, it is clear that most of these errors align directly with Aerospace Experimental Psychologist (AEP) expert context. There were over 1200 instances of FY2011-15 of human factors causes in mishaps (all classes, with some mishaps having multiple human factors errors listed). Using the nano-codes from these events, they can be roughly grouped into three general human factors categories – medical, physiological, and psychological (there is certainly some over-
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AVIATION MISHAPS

CAN PSYCHOLOGY HELP REDUCE AVIATION MISHAPS?

In the ongoing effort to quell preventable aviation mishaps, programs that characterize and address psychological factors stand to make the most impact. Here’s why.
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that putting psychologists in squadrons will address this problem. While possibly beneficial, flight surgeons and physiologists have very specific duties that have proven to add value to Naval aviation safety, as demonstrated by the mishap data since those programs were implemented. Would such a thing exist were AEPs to assume a greater responsibility within the operational squadron’s safety program? Possibly so.

Military and commercial aviation have slowly diverged over the past several decades. While the military has maintained a traditional approach of training aircrew on crew coordination behaviors, commercial aviation’s approach has been evolving to include what is a significantly greater number of psychologists. This overwhelming and informative information.

One percent (1%) of the HF events were attributed to medical origin, 11% (117) psychologists were psychological. This overwhelmingly skewed breakdown is not surprising when considering the presence of specialists in those areas — there are many more flight surgeons and a greater flight surgeon presence in the squadrons than there are psychologists and psychologists. Likewise, there are many more psychologists in the Navy overall, and a greater presence of them in the squadrons than there are AEPs, due in part to the Aeromedical Safety Medical Officer role currently shouldered by the aerospace physiologist community. In other words, it is entirely likely that the lower attributions of HF events to medical origin is related to the increased presence (and therefore mitigating potential) of flight surgeons, whereas the relatively fewer HF professionals such as Aerospace Experimental Psychologists in key fleet roles may be reflected in the increased prevalence of psychologica-related mishap events.

If we take a look at the breakdown of each of these human factors-related mishap events, we see some very interesting and informative information.

The breakdown of the mishap events is as follows:

- **Physiologically Related**: 88% (1,111 events)
- **Psychologically Related**: 11% (137 events)
- **Medically Related**: 1% (16 events)

The Line Operations Safety Audit (LOSA) program is currently in use with the airlines and has a proven record of improving psychological-related safety challenges. Efforts towards adopting LOSA for the US Navy are currently being discussed and debated. The LOSA process requires both an operations Safety Audits (LOSA), a safety program currently used in use with the airlines with much success, using a commercial vendor or following the guidelines found in Federal Aviation Administration Advisory Circular 120-90.

The USAF has already implemented this LOSA effort through AIR MOBILITY COMMAND INSTRUCTION 10-502 to generate a reasonable volume and meaningful quality of flight performance data to “discover common errors and threats aircrews face, and to determine the best practices employed by crews to mitigate and manage those threats and errors.” This approach uses “diagnostic snapshots” — observations on a sample of flights — to generate an overall safety assessment (although note that successful LOSA use has been demonstrated on the ramp and in the hangar, not just the cockpit).

We know that the single biggest root cause in mishaps is psychological factors and the most successful commercial program not yet used by the Navy, LOSSA, is specifically structured to address psychological factors, so it seems logical that the logical follow-on is how to adapt LOSA to fit Naval aviation.

The LOSSA process requires both an observational and analytical team. For commercial aviation, it is simple to use qualified pilots as observers due to the small variation of the skillset and large number of commercial pilots and outsource the analytics. For the US Air Force, they have thus far limited their efforts to cargo aircraft due to their similarity to commercial aviation, and have used reserve pilots for observations, and likewise outsourced the analytics. For the Navy, we could likely follow that model for our cargo aircraft, however, those are not the platforms that are driving mishap casualties and costs, so there is limited payoff for such an approach.

In order to address this gap for Naval aviation, however, we need an approach that addresses tactical missions. Unfortunately, the prevailing models are a poor fit given the diversity of Naval aviation platforms, and a scarcity of pilots available to serve in non-flying roles able to conduct observations compounds the challenge.

One resource that will be of value here are the AEPs, who are uniquely charted to provide human factors analysis in support of safety. In fact, our charter specifically describes these duties: the mission of the Aerospace Experimental Psychology program is to “Analyze human factor aspects of survival, safety, and operational effectiveness of airborne weapon systems” (NAPVERS 15839).

And because we are already directed to fly, it seems reasonable for AEPs to become LOSA observers. And because we are already skilled at observation and analysis, it likewise seems reasonable for AEPs to provide the analytical support to Naval aviation on the LOSA observations.

Of course, there are a host of empirical studies that need to be conducted so that we can determine whether or not the LOSA approach will work for the Naval aviation mission. This will have to happen before the program can determine who are the proper observers, what is the observation focus and locations (cockpit, ramp, hangar, etc.), and what the content of the survey tools to conduct LOSA, as well as the framework for providing analytical feedback should look like.

Although these first steps may seem like roadblocks, they themselves actually represent opportunities for AEPs, who will be critical to defining these features for implementation of a successful LOSA-based safety program.

Not since World War II has the need for AEPs to engage been as great as it is now to save lives, aircraft, and money for Naval aviation. Our great hope for our community is that we can embrace and pursue these opportunities in order to ensure that such mitigations to the preponderance of psychological root causes in mishaps are well documented, and quickly addressed.
FLIGHT IN NON-SEGREGATED AIRSPACE

Paving the way for fully integrated manned and unmanned airspace means addressing myriad challenges both technical and psychological— and that’s just the beginning!

LT Eric S. Vorm

Present day headlines in military aviation safety are dominated by persistent physiological episodes in a variety of jet platforms. Teams of scientists and engineers are working around the clock as we speak, trying desperately to understand and model the problem in order to identify a solution. Like spatial disorientation in the late 1990s and early 2000s, or runway incursions and other carrier-based aviation challenges of the earliest days of aviation before the advent of radar and modern air-traffic operations to special, restricted airspace. Amongst the variety of maneuvers, including takeoffs and approaches differ in the methods with which the UAS detects and interprets approaches differ in the methods with which the UAS detects and interprets

As AEPs, we are often fortunate to serve at the bleeding edge of the acquisition of aviation systems. Remaining cognizant of the state of the science while keeping an eye on the horizon of development is therefore not merely a good idea, but a critical one as well.

This article introduces a relative newcomer to the aviation safety problem space: human-automation interaction. In it, I seek to inform readers of a potential near-term challenge in the development of software and avoid capability for unmanned systems to enable unmanned flight into non-segregated airspace. I outline the current and potential future challenges of the proposed systems design, and address possible areas where AEPs can provide meaningful impact.

As of the date of this publication, unmanned aerial systems (UAS) do not have dedicated airspace in which to operate, both in the US and internationally. Current FAA policy for UAS operations is that “no person may operate a UAS, including tethered UAS, outside of active restricted, prohibited or warning areas in the national airspace System (NAS) without specific authority, with the exception of a model aircraft flown for hobby or recreational purposes or an Operationally Piloted Aircraft that has a pilot on board” [1].

There has been a great deal of effort extended towards integration of UAS into the full range of airspace for over a decade [2]. This is because a variety of UAS use cases and capabilities (such as cargo UAS, for example) are currently impeded by the inability to fly in non-segregated airspace. Amongst the variety of challenges that currently limit UAS operations to special, restricted airspace, the most applicable to the field of aviation human factors is the common requirement of self-separation.

Self-separation is a fundamental concept of aviation safety, originating from the earliest days of aviation before the advent of radar and modern air-traffic control. It remains a fundamental requirement of all aircraft, regardless of size or type. Current federal aviation regulations define this requirement as “when weather conditions permit, regardless of whether an operation is conducted under instrument flight rules or visual flight rules, vigilance shall be maintained by each person operating an aircraft so as to see and avoid other aircraft. When a rule of this section gives another aircraft the right-of-way, the pilot shall give way to that aircraft and may not pass over, under, or ahead of it unless well clear [3].” This defines the concept of ‘see and avoid’ and is commonly known as the ‘remain well clear’ rule in aviation, which serves as the foundation of all right-of-way rules and regulations.

Because the pilot in command of a UAS is geographically removed from the vehicle, both the restricted viewing aperture and the pronounced latency in human perception and the pronounced latency in human perception and inference, decide, and act with little, or in some cases no human input. In order to understand both the human factors challenges presented by these types of automated systems, as well as the opportunities that AEPs may have in addressing them, it is first necessary to a considerable problem because there are wide ranges of airspace that are not covered by ATC. The development of a system that could provide means of UAS self-separation without the use of ATC, therefore, has been a principal focus in the effort towards complete integration of UAS in the national and international airspace since the full-scale introduction of type 2 and above UAS [2].

Efforts to provide UAS ‘sense and avoid’ (SAA) capabilities (an adaptation of the ‘see and avoid’ concept from general aviation) have resulted in a variety of technological approaches. While these approaches differ in the methods with which the UAS detects and interprets potential intrusions threats, all prototype systems reviewed by this author have one fundamental factor in common: the extensive use of automation.

Virtually all group 2 or higher UAS make use of extensive libraries of automated routines and subroutines. These serve as functional macros to execute functions autonomously, and mostly work according to pre-scripted, algorithmic heuristics.

Many of these functions are not entirely dissimilar from the capabilities of many large commercial aircraft that utilize a flight management system (i.e., autopilot). In both cases, given appropriate operating conditions, a computer can provide heading and altitude inputs to the control surfaces, and can perform a variety of maneuvers, including takeoffs and approaches. These forms of automation, while not without their own challenges [4], are less worrisome, in part because many have been in operation for decades already with excellent track records.

The sort of automation proposed in future SAA systems, however, represents a significant leap in terms of the scope and authority these systems have to infer, decide, and act with little, or in some cases no human input. In order to understand both the human factors challenges presented by these types of automated systems, as well as the opportunities that AEPs may have in addressing them, it is first necessary to
define the problem space a bit more. For the purposes of considering the human performance implications of automation, we can use a simple binary taxonomy to differ between the kinds of automation that (a) assists users in obtaining and maintaining awareness of their environment, and (b) that assists users in making decisions.

Automation that assists users by improving their awareness (herein referred to as ‘situation assessment automation’) does so primarily by integrating multiple data streams into consolidated displays, and providing alerts when systems are out of safe operating ranges. These systems primarily help users by allowing them to (a) determine whether additional monitoring tasks should be engaged in (e.g., by flying the airplane). In the event that a decision must be made, the system generates some form of alert, making aware them of the situation. Common aviation examples of these systems include fuel level, airspeed, or stall warnings.

Automation that assists users by providing recommendations (herein referred to as ‘decision support automation’) does so primarily by fusing data from other systems with a heuristic evaluation of options, and then presenting those options to the user, often in a prioritized fashion, or in some cases eliminating all but one option. The implication being that a decision must be made, because of the assistance of the computer, the user is able to arrive at a conclusion and act on that conclusion much more efficiently. Common aviation examples of these systems include traffic avoidance systems (TCAS), and the modern flight management systems (FMS) in most commercial flight decks, both of which provide automated alerts versus systems providing automated suggestions, with capability activation based on automated action (i.e., “pull up!” “pull up!”). At first glance, decision support automation has received much appeal, and in many cases airline pilots have expressed a preference for these types of systems, mostly because of the cognitive efficiency they provide [5]. A granular comparison between the effects of decision aiding automation with situation assessment automation, however, reveals that the former can be problematic because of the way it can subtly influence human decision making.

Research has demonstrated that humans are more aware of a developing situation and their operating environment when they actually do an action than when they passively observe another agent perform the action (whether another human, or an automated agent) [6]. Researchers investigating this phenomenon have observed that the mere act of generating an action (i.e., doing or deciding something yourself) rather than passively watching it being generated solidifies that action more robustly in memory—a phenomenon known as the ‘generation effect’ [7]. This ‘see-do’ dichotomy underscores the qualitative differences that systems providing automated alerts versus systems providing automated suggestions can have on human decision making.

In situation assessment automation, the user is provided an alert which directs their attention to a developing situation. They must then evaluate the situation, decide on a variety of options, and act. This represents the full cycle of human decision making, from input to output, which according to the theory behind the generation effect suggests that this results in a more solid understanding of the decision and its consequences in memory, i.e., greater situation awareness. In contrast, decision support automation provides an assessment of the situation AND recommends an action, which the operator then decides whether or not to accept or reject. In this case the operator does not benefit from the full sequence of decision making and so has a poorer understanding and mental representation of the system and the consequences of actions, i.e., poorer situation awareness.

In emergencies, such as the ground control avoidance example from (“pull up”) there is little concern that decision support automation can have a detrimental effect on decision making. But in situations that allow for anything more than an instructive, reflexive judgment, there is ample evidence to justify concern, both from empirical research, as well as from mishap reports.

Several studies have demonstrated that users tend to perform better when utilizing decision aiding automation, but only when that automation is accurate and correct [8, 9]. When those recommendations are made incorrectly, either due to the data on which the system derives its recommendations is fuzzy or probabilistic, then user performance suffers [10, 11]. As a real-world example, consider Air France flight 447. While transiting from Rio de Janeiro to Paris, the flight briefly encountered inclement weather which caused the pilot tubes to fill with ice for a short time. This in turn caused the speed indicators to read slower than actual speed, which caused the autopilot to register a stall warning, after which the autopilot disengaged (as it was designed to do). The pilots, unsure of the state of the pilot tubes causing incorrect speed, misinterpreted the situation and, rather than responding to the stall warning appropriately, provided incorrect inputs which further destabilized the flight, causing a prolonged stall which ultimately led to the flight impacting the ocean. In this example, the computer’s incorrect interpretation of these data caused a proper action (i.e., disengagement of the autopilot) to be taken.

In decision support automation, the computer, thereby freeing them to engage in more mentally demanding tasks (like flying the airplane). In the event that a decision must be made, the system generates some form of alert, making aware them of the situation. Common aviation examples of these systems include fuel level, airspeed, or stall warnings.

A number of indicators such as the UAS Roadmap [15] and the DoD’s third offset strategy [16], among others, suggest that automation will be a near-ubiquitous element in most future systems.

From the standpoint of safety, it is in our collective best interest to get in front of these challenges and address them while they are still on the drawing board, rather than waiting until they are on the front pages of tomorrow’s news.
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THE NEXT KNEEBOARD

Is Artificial Intelligence the answer to safely improving functionality and information in the cockpit?

Ben Bachelor | Clinc
Kelly Neville, Curtis Krauskopf, Amanda Bond, and Dylan Schmorrow | Soar Technology

When devices and data are introduced into the command-and-control (C2) workplace, they frequently are not integrated by their developers into existing functions, data schemes, or work flows. The resulting spatial and functional cacophony can increase workload, distract, and create confusion. Devices and data may be widely distributed around the work area, making it difficult for operators to attend to their responsibilities. In high tempo operations, they may find it difficult to access everything they need when they need it.

Functions and data may also be distributed in depth, buried, or in nested menus where they can be even harder to find. Operators may find themselves searching for what they need and, more often than not, they would like to admit, they may put off or even skip the process of stepping through a series of menus to change the status of a setting. In the case of a traditional cockpit, time-aircrew spend searching menus and displays is time spent not scanning flight instruments or looking out the cockpit window.

A major conduit for bringing new functions and information into the traditional cockpit is the portable electronic device referred to as an electronic kneeboard (EKB). The EKB brings a variety of information and software apps into the cockpit. The data and apps are appealing in their potential to improve situation awareness, access to resources, and responsiveness to contingency situations, such as weather-related route deviations. EKBS can even benefit fuel costs: American Airlines, in 2015, estimated an annual fuel savings of at least 400,000 gallons based on the adoption of 8,000 iPads in lieu of each crew member’s approximately 35 pounds of paper manuals, checklists, and charts (Pagliery, 2015).

However, the data and apps that are increasingly available for aircrew to load or stream onto their EKBS may not be explicitly developed to integrate with one another or with a particular work-flow. Even worse, similar to apps on a typical smart phone, they may launch independently from a home page or toolbar. Even if a developer were to integrate the apps, they face the significant challenge of fitting all the information and functions into a small display space. This challenge is especially important to address in safety-critical and complex domains such as flight operations, in which display design must support rapid detection and response to a wide variety of anomalies.

Although EKBS have the potential to benefit aircrew, they come with the risks of increased workload, distraction, confusion, and head-down time. In an effort to mitigate these risks, researchers at the Department of Transportation’s Volpe Center developed human factors guidance for the design of electronic flight bags (EFBs; Chandra & Mangold, 2000; Chandra et al., 2003). Their work contributed to the FAA’s (2014) EFB design guidance, which applies equally to EKBS.

The FAA’s EFB design guidance stipulates that there be no increase in flight crew workload or head-down time. It additionally calls out the need to integrate new functions and display items with the existing flight deck. In particular, it cites the importance of consistency in design philosophy and of developing procedures for deconflicting and coordinating the use of potentially conflicting information sources.

A recent study by Sweet, Vu, Battiste, and Stoybel (2016) suggests that, although the design guidance may be helpful, designers continue to be challenged by the amount of functionality and information that must be squeezed into limited EFB display real-estate. Sweet and his colleagues examined reports filed in the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) from 1995 to 2015. They found 220 reports in which FAA-certified EFBs were reported as a contributing factor. In these reports, EFBs were most often cited for interfering with aircrew access to information, distracting aircrew, and adding to aircrew workload. Another commonly reported problem was inadequate training on the use of the EFB. The researchers also found that many reports cited difficulty using the zooming and panning features of the EFBs.

PATELLA will be an iPad-based data-and-app-sharing system that allows aircrew to download apps and upload or load data feeds. The EKB is extensible and adaptable; new apps can be built and added in response to changes, for example, in aircrew mission and aircraft technology. The EKB is designed to give aircrew access to even more data products and apps than existing EKBS and EFBs. It additionally includes features that prevent those additional data and apps from adding to aircrew workload and head-down time. We describe these features below, following a brief PATELLA use case.

Use Case: Diverting to Another Airport

In this use case, an F/A-18 needs to divert to an alternate destination. Normally, an aircrew goes through a series of steps to determine where they intend to land, and this is a time-consuming process even if done pre-flight. If there...
This SBIR project is aimed at providing information about the airport, including the weather, hazards, and transitory events that have not been incorporated into official documentation. PATELLA is designed to function in the way Jarvis facilitates the Ironman suit in the major motion picture. It predicts aircrew information and support needs. It makes timely suggestions for courses of action, and performs low-level calculations so the aircrew can stay focused on the big picture. The aircrew would essentially gain an additional crewmember in PIA.

Minimizing time spent entering information. PIA activities depend partly on a Centralized Data-Sharing System. The data-sharing system allows aircrews and PIA to obtain information from each other and from the other crewmember’s EKBS. This reduces the number of aircrew inputs and enhances coordination and communication within a framework that renders them both manageable and supportive of aircrew workflows. Our goal is to use the PATELLA framework, together with the safety-enhancing features described above, to produce an extensible, adaptable EKB system that supports aircrew in performing their work. PATELLA represents a new model for integrating the many changing components of modern extensible systems into cohesive, work-centered designs. In doing so, it contributes to maintaining safety in the aircrew cockpit, improving communications, and addressing this challenge for the EKB by developingsafe, efficient, and adaptable EKB system that supports aircrew attention to easily overlooked alerts. The FAA uses NOTAMs to alert aircrew to runways closures, inoperable navigation aids, restricted airspace, and veterinary events near an airfield, and other recent and transitory events that have not been incorporated into official documentation. The FAA notes that none will be relevant to a given flight. As a consequence, aircrew do not always pay due attention and may fail to notice the occasional relevant NOTAM. To address this risk, PATELLA features a NOTAMs app that will automatically pull down, “read”, understand, and recognize when a NOTAM is relevant to the flight. The NOTAMs app will be capable of highlighting and annotating charts, maps, approach plates, and other standard kneeboard items to convey information found in NOTAMS. Some specific examples of how this could be useful include:

- Highlighting runway closures of the destination airport.
- Displaying locations that are closed to jet airmail.
- Highlighting valid taxi routes that avoid hazards or changes specified in the NOTAM so that aircrew can choose among them.
- Marking restricted airspace or other hazards, such as construction cranes, near an airport, on maps, charts, approach and departure plates.
- Identifying degraded runway and taxiway conditions due to ice, snow or precipitation.

The research team did, however, identify the importance of areas to enhance the future system that could affect flight performance. Given that NOTAMs can lead to less-than-ideal landings. In this case, however, the aircrew is using theaircraft in the F/A-18E/F fighter aircraft configuration. Given that widgets need to be visible to the EKB’s location on the line, their design will also accommodate a display-viewing distance that is greater than for typical iPad usage. Drawing aircrew attention to easily overlooked alerts. The FAA uses NOTAMs to alert aircrew to runways closures, inoperable navigation aids, restricted airspace, and veterinary events near an airfield, and other recent and transitory events that have not been incorporated into official documentation. The FAA notes that none will be relevant to a given flight. As a consequence, aircrew do not always pay due attention and may fail to notice the occasional relevant NOTAM. To address this risk, PATELLA features a NOTAMs app that will automatically pull down, “read”, understand, and recognize when a NOTAM is relevant to the flight. The NOTAMs app will be capable of highlighting and annotating charts, maps, approach plates, and other standard kneeboard items to convey information found in NOTAMS. Some specific examples of how this could be useful include:

- Highlighting runway closures of the destination airport.
- Displaying locations that are closed to jet airmail.
- Highlighting valid taxi routes that avoid hazards or changes specified in the NOTAM so that aircrew can choose among them.
- Marking restricted airspace or other hazards, such as construction cranes, near an airport, on maps, charts, approach and departure plates.
- Identifying degraded runway and taxiway conditions due to ice, snow or precipitation.

The PATELLA framework is designed and prototyped during a Phase I Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) effort sponsored by the Naval Aviation Training Systems Program Office (PMA 200). During the 2-year PATELLA Phase II effort, the PIA concept will be developed into a fully functional system for EKB data and app management. PATELLA development will benefit from regularly scheduled evaluation and feedback sessions with two to three F/A-18 subject matter experts (retired F/A- 18 pilots with over 70,000 flying hours, more than 2,000 of which were flown in F/A-18A/B) and from evaluations conducted by a Navy pilot while sitting in the back seat of a Navy T-45 Goshawk during training flights. Both types of evaluations will help us to identify risks, develop mitigations, and assess those mitigations. They will focus on PATELLA’s ability to support aircrew workflow, situation awareness, and responsiveness to events. Comparisons will be made between aircrew expectations and PIA actions to ensure PIA is operating as an effective teammate. Per FAA guidance, PATELLA will also be evaluated in terms of its functional equivalence to the paper-based kneebindard to replace. The success of PATELLA will depend partially on being able to offer its users a variety of PATELLA-compatible aviation apps. The Phase II effort therefore includes the development of the app widget library and actual apps, such as apps for preflight planning, route planning, taxiing, airport departure, and checklists. We, at Soar Technology, will continue to develop the PIA artificial intelligence technology and the NOTAMs app described above, while our partners at Big Nerd Ranch develop an initial base of PATELLA-compatible apps.

Professional aviation faces an interesting challenge as more and more functionality and data sources find their ways into cockpits and other control stations. These functions and data sources have great potential to increase capability and efficiency. However, they also have the potential to cause harm if not integrated in user- and work-centered ways. PATELLA will play a critical role in addressing this challenge for the EKB by integrating loosely related apps, their information products, and real-time information feeds into a cohesive arrangement. By means of context-sensitive AI, it will pull up apps and information from that arrangement to make them available to aircrew at times when aircrew most need them, providing adaptive work support to aircrew over the course of changing flight conditions. PATELLA integrates the sharing and viewing of apps, which eventually allowing PATELLA to have greater functionality than existing commercial applications. The PATELLA framework is designed and prototyped during a Phase I Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) effort sponsored by the Naval Aviation Training Systems Program Office (PMA 200). The PATELLA framework is designed and prototyped during a Phase I Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) effort sponsored by the Naval Aviation Training Systems Program Office (PMA 200). During the 2-year PATELLA Phase II effort, the PIA concept will be developed into a fully functional system for EKB data and app management. PATELLA development will benefit from regularly scheduled evaluation and feedback sessions with two to three F/A-18 subject matter experts (retired F/A-18 pilots with over 70,000 flying hours, more than 2,000 of which were flown in F/A-18A/B) and from evaluations conducted by a Navy pilot while sitting in the back seat of a Navy T-45 Goshawk during training flights. Both types of evaluations will help us to identify risks, develop mitigations, and assess those mitigations. They will focus on PATELLA’s ability to support aircrew workflow, situation awareness, and responsiveness to events. Comparisons will be made between aircrew expectations and PIA actions to ensure PIA is operating as an effective teammate. Per FAA guidance, PATELLA will also be evaluated in terms of its functional equivalence to the paper-based kneebindard to replace. The success of PATELLA will depend partially on being able to offer its users a variety of PATELLA-compatible aviation apps. The Phase II effort therefore includes the development of the app widget library and actual apps, such as apps for preflight planning, route planning, taxiing, airport departure, and checklists. We, at Soar Technology, will continue to develop the PIA artificial intelligence technology and the NOTAMs app described above, while our partners at Big Nerd Ranch develop an initial base of PATELLA-compatible apps.
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DEGRADED VISUAL ENVIRONMENTS

How quantifying visual attention may help improve aviation safety, especially when flying in difficult conditions

LT Joseph W Geeseman

During highly stressful tasks, “narrowing” of attention has been observed in military personnel in experimental paradigms including deep sea diving, parachuting, and during bombing missions (Baddeley, 2010). Helicopter pilots have also reported this experience, especially while attempting to land in a degraded visual environment (DVE). When pilots encounter a reduced visual environment, their visual scan is often reduced from their normal scan pattern. This means that pilots tend to focus on what is visible out the “bubble” near their feet, and consequently pay less attention to their flight instruments which are attributed to poor surface composition and maintenance of landing surfaces often cause DVE, which is of particular interest because the data revealed the magnitude of decrement in the field of view of helicopter pilots landing in a degraded visual environment (DVE) (Anderson et al., 2013). This research is unique from previous work, in that, rather than only focusing on measures of manual skills as demonstrated in the review from Baddeley (2010), this experiment evaluated attentional allocation by measuring changes in the functional field of view (Anderson et al., 2013). This is of particular interest because the data revealed the magnitude of decrement in the field of view of helicopter pilots landing in a degraded visual environment (DVE) (See Schwartz et al., 2005). This information, among the other recorded variables, provides a full spectrum of cognitive and behavioral changes unique to the challenges of landing a rotary wing aircraft under suboptimal conditions.

For this experiment, a high-definition computer (i.e., large cargo helicopter) simulator provided a testing environment where two tasks could be investigated simultaneously – helicopter landing and a go/no-go performance task. For the primary task, participants flew a standard flight beginning approximately half a mile from a predetermined landing zone. On approach to the landing zone (L2), the pilot would occasionally experience varying levels of “brown-out” or the inability to see the ground during landing. This manipulation determined the level of difficulty for the landing task.

The secondary task was a go/no-go task, which is a common performance task used in psychophysical studies to evaluate response allocation under varying conditions (Nieuwenhuis & Yeung, 2003). In a traditional go/no-go task, participants are presented with two different stimuli (e.g., red dot and green dot) in series and are tasked to respond to one stimulus but not the other. The speed and proportionality in which the two stimuli are presented often lead to fluctuating degrees of success in this task.

For the current experiment, the visual cue comprised of a red number or letter randomly presented, in series, across the windshield of the helicopter simulator. Participants pulled the communication trigger on the cyclic when they detected a number. The visual stimulus remained on the screen after a trigger pull, whether correct or incorrect. This manipulation prevents providing feedback to the participant in an attempt to reduce behavioral changes due to correct responses and errors. Four types of responses were expected for this task:

- Correct Response: Trigger pulled while number is present
- Miss: Trigger not pulled while number is present
- False Alarm: Trigger puller while no number is present
- Correct Rejection: Trigger not pulled while no number is present

The proportion in which these responses occur provides a number of metrics (e.g., sensitivity, criterion, receiver-operating characteristic curve) that quantify the “narrowing of attention” (See Green & Swets, 1966).

This experiment utilized varying levels of task difficulty for a primary foveated visual task and implemented a secondary peripheral visual task to reveal the extent of narrowing of attention. Williams (1982) indicated that functional field of view can be restricted by as much as 50% depending on the difficulty of a task. Therefore, longer response latency to target stimuli in conjunction with signal detection analyses of correct and incorrect responses should provide a compelling account for the quantification of narrowing of attention for helicopter pilots during landing in DVE.
DVE (Faust et al., 1999; Green & Swets, 1966, Posner, 1980). The results of this experiment will illustrate the changes in sensitivity to extraneous visual stimuli during a high cognitive load task (i.e., a rotating wing aircraft during DVE) that can be used in training and to motivate applied research. To achieve the objectives of this experiment, the following hypotheses will be tested:

1. Sensitivity to the secondary task will decrease as the primary task difficulty increases due to DVE.
2. Sensitivity to the secondary task will decrease as the primary task difficulty increases due to phase of flight.
3. Sensitivity will be higher to right visual field stimuli for the secondary task due to the pilots’ seat position and tendency to use windows on the right of the aircraft for orientation to the ground than the left visual field stimuli during all conditions – left visual field sensitivity during 100%DVE leading to the least sensitivity to peripheral cues. Thus demonstrating "narrowing of attention."
4. A significant interaction of altitude, DVE condition, and visual stimulus location on response latency revealing that as altitude decreases and DVE conditions become more difficult, response times increase to the secondary task – with the slowest responses occurring for the left-most peripheral visual stimuli.

Methods and Procedure
Seven Naval Aviators completed the experiment for no compensation other than standard duty pay. All participants provided informed consent according to protocol approved by the Naval Air Warfare Center – Aircraft Division (NAWC-AD) institutional review board. Located in the Manned Flight Simulator (MFS) division of Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), participants attempted to land an operationally equivalent CH-53 helicopter in a clear visual environment, a partially occluded visual environment (i.e., 50% occlusion by dust/fog), or a fully occluded visual environment (i.e., 100% occlusion by dust/fog) in a fully-counterbalanced design. The simulator included a high-fidelity cockpit, state-of-the-art visualization systems, and an integrated avionics environment.

Participants completed 20 trials consisting of approximately 800 secondary visual stimulus exposures, depending on how quickly trials were completed during each two-hour testing period. Each trial initialized with the aircraft already airborne at 800’ approximately 2500’ in one of six locations equidistant from a predetermined LZ. The simulated flight area was comprised of an airfield in which all the participants were familiar with navigating. Additionally, participants were instructed not to fly their usual approach pattern, but rather, fly directly to the LZ.

For each trial, a red letter or number occurring approximately 1° of visual field appeared every 2000ms +/- a random interval up to 200ms. On a horizontal plane approximating eye-level, the eccentricity of the visual stimulus varied about the center field of view by 10°-15° intervals to a maximum eccentricity of 25°. This experiment utilized a higher presentation weight for letters (75% of trials) than numbers (25% of trials).

The primary task was to land the helicopter safely in the LZ during varying levels of DVE previously described and the secondary task was to squeeze the communications trigger located on the cyclic when a number appeared on the windscreen. The simulator system collected data for two dependent variables during these tasks – correct/incorrect responses to the secondary task and response latency to the secondary task.

Results
The first three hypotheses refer to sensitivity changes to the visual stimuli due to several external factors related to the primary task, or flight environment. A test on the hit rate and false alarm rate for the number detection test revealed that DVE, altitude, and stimulus position all significantly influenced the distribution of responses. The number of stimulus presentations and response distribution are provided as well to clearly demonstrate how responses varied under different conditions.

As revealed in Figure 1, sensitivity to the secondary task decreased as the primary task difficulty increased due to DVE ($\chi^2 (3) = 9.70, p < .05$). The second hypothesis suggested that as flight phase became more difficult, sensitivity to the number detection task would decrease. This relationship was found to be true ($\chi^2 (3) = 13.90, p < .001$) with the number of target stimuli missed due to flight phase nearly doubling from 7% to 12%. The interaction of visual stimulus location and DVE condition was not significant as predicted in the third hypothesis ($\chi^2 (3) = 5.76, p = .12$), though the data is trending in the predicted direction (see Figure 3). Although the interaction of DVE condition and visual stimulus location predicted in the third hypothesis was not found to be significant, visual stimulus location was found to be a significant predictor of response distribution. The final test revealed that the predicted interaction of DVE condition, altitude, and visual stimulus position on response latency was not significant, $t(6) = -1.47, p = .14$. Figure 4 shows this relationship and it can be seen that the data is trending toward the predicted interaction.

Two manipulations, however, influenced response latency – altitude and visual stimulus position. Response times to the secondary task increased as pilot risk of serious injury or death if a landing is not executed correctly in an actual aircraft. During the experiment, 5-10% of the trials ended with the simulated aircraft rolling over during the 50% and 100% DVE conditions. Although the stress level was not quite that of an actual landing in DVE, the data affirmed several predicted hypotheses resulting in a more thorough understanding of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in Sensitivity and Criterion Due to Visual Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVE 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVE 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVE 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Increased difficulty in the primary task due to visual conditions leads to decreased sensitivity in the number detection task.

Figure 2: Response percentages change due to the varying visual conditions.

Discussion
This experiment utilized a difficult to access, state-of-the-art simulation system that up to this time was only used for training purposes. Due to the completeness of the system and the high-deficiency of visual data, this experiment approximated the landing experience in DVE as close to reality as possible without testing in actual aircraft. The behavioral metrics collected from the participants very closely approximated those of live flight. One key difference between this experiment and live flight in DVE is the very high stress and true risk of serious injury or death if a landing is not executed correctly in an actual aircraft. During the experiment, 5-10% of the trials ended with the simulated aircraft rolling over during the 50% and 100% DVE conditions. Although the stress level was not quite that of an actual landing in DVE, the data affirmed several predicted hypotheses resulting in a more thorough understanding of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Percentage and Visual Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the narrowing of functional field of view for helicopter pilots landing in DVE.

Signal detection theory is a common tool used to identify how changes in the environment or changes in a system influence the ability for someone to detect a stimulus of interest (Green & Swets, 1966; Posner, 1980). In this experiment, it was shown that a number of factors can influence the detection of peripheral visual cues when landing a helicopter in DVE. First, as DVE conditions worsened, participants’ ability to successfully detect numbers as well. Interestingly, as the flight regime became more taxing, participants were less successful in detecting numbers as well. As the environment or changes in a system become more dynamic, environments, such as a moving littoral ship landing zone. Finally, collecting passive data while pilots train or operational missions would result in a clear quantification of the anecdotal evidence of pilots’ visual scan changing during DVE.

Alternatively, further research may reveal other mechanisms pilots use in difficult flight environments to maintain situation awareness—the ability to process and maintain sufficient information about one’s environment to act or react accordingly for the demands of said environment. For example, in a circumstance when a pilot does not have time to thoroughly scan multiple locations for relevant information about their flight environment, they may focus their gaze in a centrally located position. This visual search technique would provide the pilot with some information about multiple locations rather than a lot of information about one location and very little or no information from other locations (Eckstein, 2011).

With the advent of new technologies intended to provide visual information where the human system is deficient, this research provides a foundation for these technologies to advance as applied to, at the very least, rotary wing platforms. Additionally, the results of this project can be used to better educate student naval aviators during training. Data models provided by this research may also be used to guide the development of automated landing systems used in Firescout or other UAS platforms and during training of UAV operators.

Other metrics may further support the thesis of this paper. For example, cyclic and collective movement may fluctuate under the varying levels of DVE demonstrating changes in attentional allocation. Eye-tracking methods could further support how fixations on instruments or outside the cockpit lead to narrowing of functional field of view. Only land-based trials were implemented in this experiment to maintain a manageable number of trials. Follow-up studies may investigate more dynamic environments, such as a moving littoral ship landing zone. Finally, collecting passive data while pilots fly training or operational missions would result in a clear quantification of the anecdotal evidence of pilots’ visual scan changing during DVE.
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The Safety of Flight: An Historical Note

A brief look at some historical contributions towards aviation safety from early AEPs

Captain (ret) Frank Petho, AEP #64

After World War Two, the number of active duty Naval Aviation Psychologists decreased precipitously; from about one-hundred at the height of wartime mobilization to less than ten in the late 1940s. By 1945, the cadre of senior officers and hence the leadership of the community had already left the Navy; most—40 percent—returned to academia from whence they came. Concomitantly, Congress created the Naval Medical Service Corps in August 1947 and by 1948, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BuMed) named a Lieutenant Head of the bureau’s Aviation Psychology Branch. Two other Lieutenants assisted him. By July 1952, there were twelve aviation psychologists on active duty, including nine at the fledgling Aviation Psychology Laboratory at NAS Pensacola.

In 1941, then personnel chief RADM Chester Nimitz established a class of 24 Naval Officers designated as V51 (VS)) for Naval Aviation Psychologists. The H-V51 psychologists exploited a methodological outcropping from a relatively obscure field in research psychology called “individual differences.” The method they exploited was called the “numerical method” and it espoused using strict, verifiable quantitative methods to map the range and variability of human behavior in various settings. One of the first applications in Naval Aviation was to develop and validate tests to select aviators; tests which are still used today. The research was rigorous. Navy policy followed its conclusive findings. And after fleet-wide implementation, the policy’s goal was achieved. Pilot attrition in flight training dropped significantly.

The War and its aftermath brought sweeping organizational and technological change. Aided by changing Naval Aviation organizational structures and functions, comprehensive data collection and compilation techniques, and leveraged by the raw computational power of new digital computers introduced in the late 1950s, Naval Aviation Psychologists extended the ascending arc of the “numerical method” beyond relatively straight-forward selection and classification applications into new and yet unexplored applications.

The reach of these quantitative applications is highlighted by a baseline observation made by a psychologist who in the late 1950s, was trying to convince BuMed to buy a computer. His argument was that renting the computer would be a good investment. After all, these people he talked with, only one knew what a digital computer was.

One such application was the broad field of operational performance research, which included a range of activities: from human performance modeling that could be used in the weapon systems acquisition process to help design, test, and evaluate human strengths and limitations, to untangling and clarifying the confounding, multifaceted network of mutually interacting issues associated with “safety of flight.” These two tightly intertwined applications—operational performance research and safety of flight—continue to be the foundational sets of inquiry driving human factors engineering. In the early 1950s, as an undergraduate student, he held a summer job for two years in Paul Fitts’ Laboratory of Aviation Psychology at Ohio State University. In 1962, he took a graduate level course in experimental psychology at the Ohio State University.

He reported to the Bureau of Aeronautics in September 1958. In September 1962, Charles reported to the Naval Missile Center at Point Mugu, California and was assigned to the Human Factors Section in the Laboratory Department. Also in 1962, for the first time, the Navy formally recognized the role of human factors in weapon system design with the publication of MIL-H-22174 (Human Factors Data for Aircraft and Missile Systems), which was written by John Charles. Charles was eventually relieved by Robert J. Wherry, Jr.

In September, 1966, the Bureau sent Wherry to lead the Human Engineering Branch of the Systems Integration Division at the Naval Missile Center, at Point Mugu, California. The idea for creating the Human Operator Simulator (HOS) began there in 1967. The original purpose of HOS was to create a unified model of the human operator, which, through computer simulation, would accurately, quickly, and reliably estimate the time required by pilots and aircrew members to perform the perceptual, cognitive, and motor skills needed to meet complex aircrew job requirements.
The rationale to develop a way to quantitatively validate the dominate tasks to human operators in manned systems, to produce guidelines for the development of legible and understand-able display and control labeling, to model the machine-part of the hu-man-machine system, and to provide useful human factors data outputs and analyses. Interestingly, as with other applications of the “numerical method,” this work proceeded on an empirical, non-theoretical footing: the statistical methods of factor analysis and multiple correlation provided the basis to predict performance times and accuracies, understanding underlying mechanisms or processes involved in those acts notwithstanding.

Wherry retired from the Navy in 1976, and started his own company (The Robert J. Wherry, Jr. Company) and worked as the prime investigator of a Navy project to develop computeri-zed ways of understanding the mean-ing of spoken English sentences by aircrew members. In 1978, he became a subcontractor to a human factors engineering company, and worked on many different HF programs some of which involved potential enhancements to HOS.

NORM E. LANE

ENS Lane reported to the Aviation Psy-chology Laboratory at the Naval School of Aviation Medicine in 1963. He had a master’s degree in experimental psy-chology from the University of Florida, taken under the direction of a former Naval Aviation Psychology Marshall Bush Jones, who, coincidentally, had also been stationed at the Pensacola Laboratory as a Lieutenant Junior Grade in the early 1950’s.

Norm selected Ohio State University to study for his Ph.D. in experimental psychology and statistics. He earned his degree under the direction of Dr. Robert J. Wherry, Sr. Several other Naval Aviation Psychologists also gra-vitated to OSU in the 1960’s: Robert J. Wherry, Jr. (#8), Charles W. Hutchins (#20), John C. Ferguson (#25), and James H. Ashburn (#26).

While he was in the navy, Norm published over 60 academic papers. Most of his early publications were concer-ned with statistical analysis, prediction of flight performance by naval aviators and other ancillary issues. Seven of his most enduring contributions to the safety of flight included a comprehensi-ve review of naval aircraft mishaps that involved human engineering design deficiencies; a compendium of anthro-pometric incompatibilities especially as they related to female anthropometry and cockpit geometrics; a statistical review of Navy diving accidents and injuries; the adverse impact of aircrew fatigue on extended maritime patrols; differences in accident potential for first and second tour helicopter pilots; leg injuries in A-4 aircraft in relation to buttock-knee and leg lengths; and the relationship between pilot experience and pilot-caused carrier landing acci-dents. Perhaps his most exhaustive and enduring contribution to safety of flight was a seven-volume functional analysis of the in-flight tasks, duties, and roles of Naval Flight Officers.

After retirement from the navy Norm worked for Essex Corporation for 15 years. Among his unrivaled accom-plishments were papers on “Human Performance Assessment” and “Eva-luation of Military Training Systems.” He also did a large sample (N=1,400) factor analysis of simulator sickness symptoms.

Before Norm had open-heart surgery at the Bethesda Naval hospital, his family discovered that he had trained the cardiology staff on how to calculate the probabilities of his survival in terms of which arteries were blocked. Norm survived and retired from the navy as a Commander.

Upshot. The General Case and Specific Instances. The general case is that the fruits of inquiry into Safety of Flight and Naval Aviation Psychology (1) stem from a joint enterprise, inextinguish-able in mission and method and (2) that that fusion has operated efficiently and productively for over 75 years, if not more. For example, in 1919, Captain D. W. Knox’s (USN) report on a General Line Course of Instruction for Officers recommended a continuum of educa-tion for naval officers. An overarching theme in that report was its then bold intent to fuse advanced education with practical experience.

The profiles of ENS Charles, ENS Wherry, and ENS Lane document three spe-cific instances of that fusion between advanced education and practical experience. The yield is dramatic. ENS Charles produced a military specifica-tion for human factors in weapon sys-tem acquisition, whose successor policy statements exist today. ENS Wherry stimulated scores of researchers to use computers to model human operators and to use the results to help design cockpits of the future. And, ENS Lane, using data from the field, advanced sta-tistical inquiry into complex multivaria-tion analysis to address both idiothetic and nomothetic levels of study. Who could have predicted the fruits of this fusion?
In this recurring series, we interview new AEPs to learn about their backgrounds, what motivates them, why they chose to serve in the US Navy, and what kind of work they are doing to help our warfighters tackle today's most pressing problems. In this edition, we meet LT Claire Modica, AEP #157.

**What is your academic background?**

Academically, I am a biomedical neuroscientist with experience in neurodevelopment, pathology, and degeneration, glia, cell signaling, mammalian disease, sensory perception, and the neurological basis of behavior. Personally, I am a New Yorker through-and-through, growing up on Long Island (plus a bit of Queens), then attending college in Manhattan and grad school in Buffalo.

**What made you interested in pursuing a Doctoral degree in neuroscience?**

I conducted an independent study in high school under the mentorship of a psychology teacher. The study included consent forms, permission slips, confederates, and validated, reliable pretests and posttests. We supported our hypothesis and won second place in a science fair. The results helped inform curriculum at my school, and I learned that science can enact change. I have wanted to be in research ever since. When I was later introduced to behavioral neuroscience and human biology, it drove my enthusiasm for biomedical sciences.

**How did you learn about the AEPs?**

While in grad school, my brother gave me the idea of inquiring as to whether the military had need for neuroscientists. A Navy recruiter told me about the AEPs. The more I learned about the community, the more I knew that I did not want to do anything else.

**What was the most challenging point of AEP training?**

More than anything else, time management was the skill I exercised most. There was a lot of work and studying to do. Coming out of a biomedical PhD program was good preparation. However, instead of work generally focused in one area, the tasks in training were largely varying. Additionally, instead of 6 years, the abbreviated aeromedical flight curriculum afforded closer to 6 months to accomplish them. On top of studying, there was swimming, physical training, acclimating to the flight environment, and coordinating moves of household goods with a spouse in another state, all while making time to foster camaraderie in relationships with sailors and marines that may last my career.

**What was your most memorable moment during training?**

My fondest memory of training was when my brother winged me at my graduation ceremony. He is a former enlisted Marine and we were both in aviation training at the same time. We are very close and he is at the heart of one of the most compelling reasons behind why I continue to want to be an AEP. It can sometimes sound like we speak about the warfighter or the aviator in hypothetical terms, but he is real, as are others like him. Instead of pursuing tenure in academia or wealth in industry, I have found the height of fulfillment in my work comes from supporting those who defend our nation.

**Where do you see yourself in 10 years?**

I have come to think that I may like to participate in shaping policy, particularly at the medical level, but I would need to explore training or education in that area first. In terms of research, inspired by the applications of neuroscience in prosthetics, I would love to explore a connecting medium between neural tissue and technology to expand, rather than restore, capability. For now, I am focusing on being flexible to fulfill the needs of the Navy.
CR Jim Patrey joined the Navy in 1997, and was winged as AEP #110 on April 15th, 1998. He served in a variety of duty stations and roles, including serving as AEP specialty leader from 2013 - 2017. We sat down with him on the eve of his retirement to discuss what he has learned from 20+ years in the Navy, and take a look at his remarkable career.

What made you want to become an AEP?

As I was finishing graduate school, I was struck by the realization that there were a handful of people in the world that would care about my research and it didn’t lend itself well to a positive impact - that wasn’t the direction that I envisioned for my career. I had worked for a professor’s side business looking at very applied issues (the shape of sunglasses that would sell in Asia, how quickly someone could remove a fire extinguisher) and those were more compelling for me. I had seen advertisements for the Navy AEP positions (think it was in the APA Monitor via another job site) and that intrigued me enough to pursue it. It was then-CDR Sean Biggstenstaff and CAPT Mike Lilienthal that well represented the community. I distinctly remember Sean’s practical comment as to it being like a 3 year post-doc with much better pay and aircraft – with post-docs then not breaking $20k/year, that was a great selling point!

Looking back to your early career, were there any moments that stood out as shaping your career path?

Ships, planes, and hovercraft (bad word play on the “Planes, Trains and Automobiles” movie). Flight school was informative in understanding the difficulty and perils of aviation, but gaining experience and understanding of operations aboard ships, flights, hovercraft, and such was much more valuable towards understanding what our specialty could add to safety and performance for operational missions. I don’t think I learned that lesson as quickly as I would have liked, but I eventually realized that the best work our community does and has ever done isn’t published in a peer-reviewed journal, but rather is resident in our operational systems and warfighters and best reflected in bombs-on-target and warfighters returning home. There are aspects to mission success and safety for which only AEPs can sufficiently address.

Did you have any mentors that helped shape your leadership style? How did they influence you?

I have been privileged to have many great leaders to follow, model, and seek advice. At my first tour, had a great skipper in CAPT Jay Hixon who bothered to spend a little time with me as well as my supervisor AEP LCDR Karen Hyde (who taught me the priceless saying “If you wrestle with pigs, you’re gonna get muddy” and gave me good reason to learn to walk away from foolish in-fighting and politics), through my last command where RDM Shane Gahagan and VADM Grosklags were voices of wisdom and sanity in an environment often devoid of both. Within the community, it’s probably overkill to laud CAPT Lilienthal as a valuable mentor, but just can’t omit him as I have rarely seen anyone, anywhere (not just in the Navy), so selflessly invest himself in others; to have served with him and count him as a mentor is a treasure. Likewise, I was able to learn a great deal from my peers and friends, such as CAPT Dylan Schmorrow and CAPT Joseph Cohn over years and beers. But I have to give credit to my first civilian supervisor, Dr. Robert Breaux, above most – there is little that I’ve encountered in my career for which he hadn’t somehow prepare me for in some fashion or another; many found him difficult as a mentor as he rarely answered a question with a straight answer (what was called a “Breaux job”), but he was perfect for me as he guided me through problems rather than telling me an answer so not only did I find a good answer (eventually), but developed good means for solving problems in general.

Over your career, how has the AEP community changed and where do you see opportunity for the future of the AEP community?

Hard to gauge whether the AEP community has changed during my time; circumstances and environments have and the Navy continues to evolve around us, but many of those with a longer perspective note how the pendulum swings and different priorities, challenges and such become a focus then fade. For example, an emphasis on Navy Medicine seems to wax and wane and does require a delicate balance to properly weigh what AEPs need to do to support our mission (“human factor aspects of survival, safety, and operational effectiveness of airborne weapon systems”) against what AEPs as Sierra-Hotel thinkers and achievers can do for Navy Medicine. To me, one significant change I’ve noticed is that it seems that we have crossed some boundary in what I’ve seen called “Wisdom Warfare” – it’s no longer enough to have a functional machine and a skilled operator, but rather warfighting is evolving to emphasize the highest levels of expertise with precise decision-making (a deeper understanding rather than simply execution of a checklist or other simple procedure). Those are wholly in the wheelhouse of AEPs and the Navy needs our expertise to adequately develop the spectrum of strategies, tactics, and tools to pull this off!

What does 20+ years of Naval service as an Aerospace Experimental Psychologist look like? We get up close and personal with CDR (retiring) Jim Patrey, AEP #110 to discuss his experiences, lessons learned, and why he loves hot dogs.
Do you have any advice for young officers looking to make a career of the Navy?

Remember the mission of AEPs, learn all you can about how the fleet operates until you understand how you can help them, be the CAPT of your career and life (borrowed from CAPT (ret.) Schmorrow via CAPT (ret.) Dennis McBride), and remember that the next thing that needs doing doesn’t have a blueprint to achieve it – adapt and overcome! And enjoy the ride – your career will span only a small number of tours.

What are your plans for the future? Will we be seeing proposals come through our research programs with Dr. James Patrey as the author?

I’ve already gotten to spend a good amount of time with family, not only at home, but visiting kids in Ireland, Switzerland, and South Africa, have visited by parents and brothers several times, and have plans to visit kids in Tennessee, Hawaii, and Ireland over the coming months (I only have 4 kids, but they’re very mobile!) as well as in-laws in Illinois. That remains a priority for me. I recently joined Team Rubicon and deployed to the recovery efforts in North Carolina from Hurricane Florence, helping out a bunch of families (most retired USMC) recover from losing most all of their possessions from the flooding there. I expect to head back down there again soon and probably to Florida for Hurricane Michael recovery as well. And I still do prison ministry a few times a month and am dabbling with a few other assorted “hobbies.” While I am growing my FEMA credentials for disaster relief and may someday get a pay check, most of these activities are volunteer work so don’t be surprised if something pops up with my name on it – I have to find some money to support my habit (although don’t plan to be doing that full-time again) – as I haven’t lost my love for our community nor psychological research.

CDR Jim Patrey (right), AEP #110 along with CAPT (ret.) Dylan Schmorrow (centre), AEP #104, and CAPT Joseph Cohn (left), AEP #113 arrive in Honduras, flying with squadron VR-1, circa 2007.

CDR Jim Patrey with his wife, Catie. Fair winds and following seas on your retirement from the US Navy!
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